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Spin fluctuations and the local spin susceptibility in isovalently Zn-substituted
La2−xSrxCu1−yZnyO4 (x = 0.25, y ≈ 0.01) are measured via inelastic neutron scattering
techniques. As Zn2+ is substituted onto the Cu2+-sites, an anomalous enhancement of the local
spin susceptibility χ′′(ω) appears due to the emergence of a commensurate antiferromagnetic
excitation centered at wave vector Q= (π, π, 0) that coexists with the known incommensurate
SDW excitations at QHK = (π ± δ, π), (π, π ± δ). Our results support a picture of Zn-induced
antiferromagnetic (AF) fluctuations appearing through a local staggered polarization of Cu2+-spins,
and the simultaneous suppression of Tc as AF fluctuations are slowed in proximity to Zn-impurities
suggests the continued importance of high energy AF fluctuations at the far overdoped edge of
superconductivity in the cuprates.

PACS numbers: 74.72.Gh, 75.40.Gb, 75.30.Hx

I. INTRODUCTION

Substituting nonmagnetic Zn2+ impurities into Cu2+-
sites within the CuO2 planes of the high temperature su-
perconducting (high-Tc) cuprates has long been known
to suppress rapidly their superconducting Tc

1–5. The mi-
croscopic mechanism of this suppression and its resulting
effect on both the static and dynamic spin behavior of the
cuprates remain intensively studied avenues for explor-
ing the electronic interactions within the high-Tc ground
state. While Zn-doping readily destroys superconductiv-
ity (SC) in the cuprates at concentrations of only a few
percent (≈ 3%)1,3, concomitant to this suppression, dra-
matic modifications are also affected within their residual
spin behavior6–8. The Zn-induced spin response coinci-
dent with the suppression of Tc has motivated a num-
ber of studies probing the spin spectrum of the cuprates
as a function of nonmagnetic impurity substitution6,8–11;
many with hopes of identifying spin correlations support-
ing pair formation as well as exploring competing mag-
netic ground states emergent as SC vanishes.

Previous studies have demonstrated that a strong en-
hancement of local Curie-type magnetism results with
increasing Zn substitution into the cuprates sugges-
tive of a competition between SC and local moment
magnetism12–16. More importantly, this enhancement
in the local moment magnetism is accompanied by
clear changes in the correlated spin response in a vari-
ety of Zn-doped cuprate compounds6,8,17. In particu-
lar, the introduction of nonmagnetic Zn impurities has

strongly suggested the stabilization of microscopically
phase separated regions of coexisting, staggered, anti-
ferromagnetic (AF) correlations excluded from the high-
Tc superfluid18–20. Unfortunately, due to the complexity
of the Zn-induced magnetic response across the phase
diagrams of cuprate systems and the potential for in-
teraction with competing phases arising from stripe- or
psuedogap-based symmetry breaking, the microscopic
details of this phase-separated or “swiss-cheese” model18

of spin behavior remain elusive.

Doping Zn within the La2−xSrxCu1−yZnyO4

(LSCZO(x,y)) matrix yields a complex picture of
impurity induced magnetism with a strong dependence
on the hole-carrier concentration. In slightly underdoped
LSCZO, Zn-doping is known to shift spectral weight
out of the spin gap of LSCO and to stabilize elastic or
quasielastic SDW order7. Contrary to a naive picture of
a simple stabilization of stripe magnetic order due to the
suppression of superconductivity, Zn-doping in nearly
optimally doped LSCO instead appears to induce subgap
magnetic states localized about the Zn-impurity sites
and correlated between impurities8. Slightly overdoped
LSCO(x=0.21) samples exhibit similar behavior where
Zn impurities stabilize glassy SDW order9 reflecting a
direct competition between the stabilized SDW order
and the residual SC state.

Recent experiments however by Wakimoto et al. in
far overdoped LSCO(x=0.25) have revealed that Zn-
doping fails to stabilize static SDW order and that,
instead, the entirety of the resolvable local spin sus-
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ceptibility of LSCO(x=0.25) is dramatically enhanced
while retaining the characteristic energy scale of Zn-free
LSCO(x=0.25)6. The purely dynamic response of Zn-
doping within this far overdoped regime is potentially
reflective of the diminished influence of competing insta-
bilities within the phase diagram of overdoped LSCO22—
such as stripe-order—and suggests that the far over-
doped regime at the edge of superconductivity potentially
presents a cleaner window for resolving the fundamental
nature of Zn-induced magnetic states and their relation
to the high-Tc condensate. To-date, however, the ori-
gin of the anomalous Zn-induced enhancement in χ′′(ω)
within this overdoped LSCO system remains unresolved.

In this article, we present inelastic neutron scattering
measurements probing the Zn-induced spin response in
far overdoped La1.75Sr0.25Cu0.99Zn0.01O4. Our measure-
ments resolve a localized AF mode at QHK = (π, π)
that constitutes the origin of the anomalous Zn-induced
enhancement in the local spin susceptibility of over-
doped LSCO23. This localized impurity mode results
from staggered AF fluctuations induced via the po-
larization of Cu2+ spins in proximity to Zn-impurities
within an electronically phase separated ground state;
albeit with a characteristic frequency enhanced rela-
tive to Zn-induced states previously observed in under-
doped LSCZO samples8. Our results demonstrate that as
LSCZO is overdoped beyond the psuedogap phase within
the LSCO phase diagram40 Zn-impurities begin to sta-
bilize AF fluctuations reminiscent of the parent system
rather than the incommensurate spin excitations that are
known to be induced along the stripe-ordering wave vec-
tors in LSCZO concentrations with x< 0.248,9.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High quality single crystals of La1.75Sr0.25Cu1−yZnyO4

(LSCZO(25,y)) were grown via the traveling-solvent
floating zone method inside of an infrared mirror fur-
nace as described in earlier work6. Two sets of crys-
tals were grown with nominal starting Zn concentrations
of y=0.02 (sample LSCZO(25,1)-A) and y=0.01 (sample
LSCZO(25,1)-B) and EDS measurements rendered final
Zn concentrations of y = 0.011 and y = 0.007 respec-
tively. Given the large sample volumes of approximately
18g grown for each sample array, these two Zn concen-
trations are within error of one another and will be refer-
enced as y ≈ 1 for the remainder of the manuscript. The
superconducting Tc onset for the LSCZO(25,1)-A sample
was Tc ≈ 6K and the LSCZO(25,1)-B sample array were
the same as those previously characterized in Ref. 5 with
an onset Tc ≈ 5K. Crystals for each sample concentra-
tion were coaligned within the [H, K, 0] scattering plane
for neutron scattering experiments. Neutron experiments
were performed on the C5 triple-axis spectrometer at the
Canadian Neutron Beam Centre at Chalk River Labora-
tories, the HB-3 triple-axis spectrometer at the High-flux
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Lab, and
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FIG. 1. (a) χ′′2D(ω) for samples LSCZO(25,1)-B (at T= 5
K), LSCZO(25,1)-A (at T= 10 K), and LSCO(x=0.142)(at
T= 5 K). Dashed lines are guides to the eye, and the inset
shows the area of the magnetic Brillioun zone integrated. The
solid black line denotes the expected response in χ′′2D(ω) for
Zn-free LSCO(x=0.25) from Ref. 23. (b) Dispersion of IC
spin excitations a distance δ from the (0.5, 0.5 ,0) position for
0 ≤ E ≤ 15 meV in both LSZO(25,1)-A and LSCZO(25,1)-B
samples. Dashed line highlights the nearly dispersionless IC
peak positions in the LSCO(x=0.142) sample at δ = 0.111 ±
0.001 r.l.u. The dispersion spectrum was fit with a model of
Gaussians symmetrically distributed about (0.5, 0.5, 0).

on the IN8 triple-axis spectrometer at the Institut Laue
Langevin (ILL).

Experiments on C5 were performed with a vertically
focusing pyrolitic graphite (PG) monochromator and an-
alyzer using the (0,0,2) reflection, a fixed Ef = 14.5
meV with one PG filter after the sample, and collima-
tions of 33′ − 48′ − 51′ − 144′ before the monochroma-
tor, sample, analyzer, and detector respectively. Exper-
iments on HB-3 were performed with vertically focusing
PG(002) monochromator and analyzers, fixed Ef = 14.7
meV with one PG filter after the sample, and collima-
tions of 40′ − 60′ − 80′ − 120′. Experiments on IN8 were
performed using a double focusing Si(111) monochro-
mator comprised of physically bent Si crystals and a
double focusing PG(002) analyzer, a fixed Ef = 14.7
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meV, and open collimations. Samples for each experi-
ment were mounted within closed cycle refrigerators. For
the remainder of this paper, positions in reciprocal space
are denoted using reciprocal lattice unit notation where

Q(H,K,L)[r.l.u.]= (2π
a H

~h, 2π
b K

~k, 2π
c L

~l) [Å−1] using the

tetragonal unit cell with a = b = 3.74Å, c ≈ 13Å for
LSCZO(25,1).

Local spin susceptibility, which requires integration
of χ′′(Q,ω) over the Brillouin zone, was obtained via
line-shape parameters from 1D cuts in reciprocal space
through equivalent incommensurate spin density wave
vectors. An assumption of isotropic intrinsic line-shapes
within the [H,K]-plane due to the tetragonal symmetry
was employed, and this assumption was verified via 2D
cuts at select energies in each sample. The resulting
χ′′(ω) was converted to [µ2

B e.V.−1 f.u.−1] via normal-
ization to transverse acoustic phonons at the Q=(1.1,
0.9, 0) and Q=(2, 0.2, 0) positions. While this pro-
cedure effectively integrates the spectral weight within
the [H, K, 0] plane, the comparatively loose out-of-plane
resolution renders this normalization a slight overesti-
mate of χ′′2D(ω) =

∫ ∫
χ′′(Q,ω)∂qH∂qK . The same

LSCZO(25,1)-B sample was measured on all three triple-
axis spectrometers (C5, HB-3, and IN-8) and our nor-
malization procedure agreed within 20% between exper-
iments. This overall uncertainty in the absolute moment
does not affect relative changes in local susceptibility
within the same sample and is not reflected in the ex-
perimental error estimates plotted.

III. DISPERSION OF SPIN FLUCTUATIONS IN
OVERDOPED LSCZO(25,Y)

In order to explore the anomalous enhancement in the
local spin susceptibility reported by Wakimoto et al.6 as
well as any potential changes in the effective exchange
couplings coincident with this enhancement, we first mea-
sured the spin excitations of the LSCZO(25,1)-B sample
from 0 ≤ E ≤ 15 meV. As reported previously, broad-
ened IC spin fluctuations appeared and persisted to en-
ergies approaching E ≈ 10 meV. Above 11 meV however,
spin fluctuations abruptly dampen beyond the resolution
of our measurements (see Appendix A for further discus-
sion). Spin excitations were only weakly temperature
dependent and showed no direct coupling to the disap-
pearance of Tc upon warming. Explicitly, intensity spec-
tra collected at T = 2 K and T = 30 K were identical
within the statistics of our measurements. The result-
ing local susceptibility obtained by integrating the spin
fluctuations across the first Brillouin zone (dashed line
in inset of Fig. 1 (a)) is plotted in Fig. 1 (a). Consis-
tent with Ref. 5, χ′′2D(ω) peaks at an enhanced value of
χ′′2D(ω) ≈ 8 µ2

B e.V.−1 f.u.−1 and implies a nearly three-
fold enhancement in peak χ′′2D(ω) in LSCZO(25,1) over
LSCO(25,0) using the known χ′′ of Zn-free LSCO(25,0)23

(solid black line in Fig. 1 (a)).
The local spin susceptibility was also measured in a sec-
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FIG. 2. Representative constant energy scans taken along
the (H, 0.5 ,0) direction in momentum space for the (a)
LSCZO(25,1)-B and (b) LSCZO(25,1)-A samples. Both scans
show preliminary hints of spectral weight centered at the (0.5,
0.5, 0) position and distinct from the expected IC peak posi-
tions. A constant energy scan at 6 meV showing the narrower
IC peaks of LSCO(x=0.14) with no spectral weight at (0.5,
0.5, 0) is overplotted as red squares in panel (a). Dashed
circles highlight the appearance of this anomalous spectral
weight at the commensurate AF wave vector.

ond LSCZO(25,1) sample, labeled LSCZO(25,1)-A, and
is plotted in Fig. 1 (a). χ′′2D(ω) in this second sample ap-
pears nearly identical to that observed in LSCZO(25,1)-
B within the experimental error of normalizing between
experiments on different spectrometers (discussed in Sec-
tion II of this paper). The observation of a strong en-
hancement in χ′′2D(ω) in both samples demonstrates the
robustness of this phenomenon between distinct samples.
As a reference for the expected spin response in a proto-
typical, Zn-free, LSCO system doped near optimal super-
conductivity , in Fig. 1(a) we also plot χ′′2D(ω) measured
for LSCO(x=0.142) under the same experimental condi-
tions as LSCZO(25,1). Below 4 meV, the known spin-
gap in this system27,28 cuts out the low energy spectral
weight and χ′′2D(ω) builds toward the maximum at 20
meV previously reported in LSCO(x=0.16)24 with low
energy excitations found along the SDW order wave vec-
tor of δ = 0.111. Since this sample is known to be nearly
dispersionless in this energy regime, it serves as a useful
reference for our experiments’ ability to resolve the de-
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FIG. 3. Spin fluctuations centered at the (0.5, 0.5, 0) AF
wave vector in the LSCZO(25,1)-B sample. (a) Raw constant
Q scans centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0) and background (0.63, 0.32,
0) positions collected at T= 5K. Inset shows the relative signal
and background positions in reciprocal space. (b) Background
subtracted spectra from panel (a) where symbols are (0.5, 0.5,
0) - (0.63, 0.32, 0) data. Solid line is the result of a simple
Gaussian fit to the resulting mode centered at E = 6.4 ± 0.2
meV. (c) Q-scan taken at 6 meV through (0.5, 0.5, 0) taken
along the [H, -H, 0] direction (direction shown in inset)

gree to which the dispersion is modified in the far over-
doped LSCZO(25,1) samples6,29.

The dispersion relations of the SDW excitations in each
sample are plotted in Fig. 1 (b). Curiously, there ap-
pears a clear dispersion in the incommensurate excita-
tions spectrum of both LSCZO samples measured. For
LSCZO(25,1)-B, the excitations seemingly disperse in-
ward with increasing energy until they reach a minimum
δ at E = 7 meV energy transfer with δmin = 0.103±0.006
r.l.u.. Upon further increase in energy, the IC excita-
tions disperse back outward toward the zone boundary
before they vanish above δ = 0.147 ± 0.009 r.l.u. and
E= 10 meV. A similar pattern of dispersion is observed
in the LSCZO(25,1)-A sample with an enhanced outward
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FIG. 4. Constant energy scans collected at T= 3 K in the
LSCZO(25,1)-B sample at various energies showing a central
line-shape component centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0) in addition to
the IC peak positions at (0.5±δ, 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0.5±δ, 0). Solid
lines are the results of symmetric Gaussian fits to IC peak
positions plus an additional Gaussian peak centered at the
commensurate AF position. Dashed lines show the central
Gaussian component on top of the nonmagnetic background
(dash-dot lines). Solid brackets show the momentum resolu-
tion FWHM at (0.5, 0.5, 0) at each energy. Open squares
in panel (a) are the results of a scan along K while the solid
circles are scans along H.
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dispersion above 6 meV where the IC excitations reach
δ = 0.179 ± 0.010 r.l.u. at E = 10 meV. As will be dis-
cussed in Section IV, this pattern of dispersion is a combi-
nation of two effects: (1) unaccounted, Zn-induced, spec-
tral weight at the (0.5, 0.5, 0) position biasing fit param-
eters inward, and (2) a subtle, intrinsic hour-glass-like
dispersion inherent to the Zn-free LSCO(x=0.25) com-
pound.

IV. ZN-INDUCED IMPURITY MODE AT
Q= (0.5, 0.5, 0)

Constituting one source of the dramatic inward dis-
persion observed in these Zn-doped LSCZO(25,1) sam-
ples, individual Q-scans show signs of spectral weight
centered away from the IC peak positions. Representa-
tive Q-scans at select energy transfers from experiments
on both LSCZO(25,1)-A and LSCZO(25,1)-B are plotted
in Fig. 2 and suggest the presence of an unaccounted
line-shape component centered at the commensurate
AF Q=(0.5, 0.5, 0) position. Further demonstrating
this, energy scans taken at the Q= (0.5, 0.5, 0) position
in LSCZO(25,1)-B are overplotted with a nonmagnetic
background reference scan taken at Q= (0.63, 0.32, 0) in
Fig. 3 (a). A clear difference between the signal and
background positions appears at energies above E ≈ 4
meV and persists until E = 10 meV. Fig. 3 (b) shows a
direct subtraction of these signal and background scans
and reveals a peak in the additional spectral weight cen-
tered at 6.4 meV; suggestive of the emergence of a local-
ized Zn-induced impurity mode in this sample.

Equally important, Fig. 3 (c) shows an additional
Q-scan taken at ∆E = 6 meV through Q=(0.5, 0.5,
0) along the [H, -H, 0] direction that directly demon-
strates the presence of a broad peak in the spectral
weight centered at the AF position. The experimen-
tal resolution of these initial measurements coupled with
the broad intrinsic peak widths at the incommensurate
peak positions however render a systematic separation
of the two line-shape components—commensurate and
incommensurate—difficult. A similar difficulty was re-
ported in the earlier work of Wakimoto et al. in the
analysis of the enhanced χ′′2D(ω) in LSCZO. In this ear-
lier study, the authors were unable to resolve whether
additional spectral weight appeared at the commensu-
rate (0.5, 0.5, 0) position or whether only the correlated
incommensurate spin response was enhanced6.

In order to further explore the potential appearance of
a central AF impurity resonance in overdoped LSCZO,
we remeasured the spin dynamics of the LSCZO(25,1)-B
sample using an instrumental setup on the C5 spectrom-
eter with improved momentum resolution and a cleaner
nonmagnetic background relative to that employed for
the data collected on the HB3 and IN8 spectrometers in
Figs. 1-3. Q-scans at fixed energy transfers were repeated
across the incommensurate peak positions and through
the AF zone center at 3 K, and the results of selected

scans using tighter experimental collimation are plotted
in Fig. 4. From this figure, at E = 4.1 meV, E = 8.3
meV, and E = 9.3 meV there appear clear signatures of
commensurate AF peaks centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0) coex-
isting with the known IC spin excitations in this system.
As the energy is increased above 4 meV, the inward dis-
persion of the IC peaks as well as a broadening of the
central peak renders the three peak structure difficult to
resolve due to the saddle-point in the hour-glass disper-
sion; however, as the IC peaks disperse back outward at
energies above 7 meV, the three peak structure is again
resolved. For E > 10 meV in Fig. 4(a), magnetic signal
could no longer be reliably extracted.

Reanalyzing the spectral weight distribution resulting
from this new picture of four IC SDW peaks coexisting
with a central commensurate AF mode, the local spin
susceptibility from each component is plotted in Fig. 5
(a). An analysis identical to that employed earlier was
used in integrating the spectral weight of the IC spin
excitations with the addition of modeling an extra two
dimensional Gaussian peak centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0). Us-
ing this new analysis, it is found that the large gain in the
spectral weight resulting from the substitution of Zn into
the overdoped LSCZO(25,1) system arises almost exclu-
sively from this new commensurate impurity mode. The
residual spectral weight arising from the IC spin exci-
tations is similar in magnitude to that observed in pure
LSCO(x=0.25)26 although the peak in χ′′2D(ω) in the low
energy IC spin spectrum is absent in this LSCZO(25,1)-
B sample. The inability to resolve a peaked structure in
the IC spin channel of χ′′2D(ω) however may be simply
due to the difficulty of completely separating the spec-
tral weight contributions from the IC and commensurate
peaks at energies where the IC δ is at a minimum.

The resulting dispersion of the IC spin excitations and
their relationship to the width of the central AF excita-
tion in this LSCZO(25,1)-B sample are plotted in Fig. 5
(b). The width and integral area of the central peak are
maximal at E ≈ 7 meV, while the hour-glass dispersion
of the IC spin excitations uncovered in our earlier experi-
ments and plotted in Fig. 1 (b) is reduced when account-
ing for the spectral weight at (0.5, 0.5, 0). Excitations
at the highest energy transfer and the highest incom-
mensurability δ observed in our previous IN8 experiment
(at 10 meV) were not resolvable in this higher resolution
measurement; however the outward dispersion of the IC
peaks is still observed above 7 meV. The primary mod-
ification to the previous picture of the spin dispersion
in this new dispersion plot therefore is the reduction in
the overall inward dispersion of the IC spin excitations.
This reduction in the minimum incommensurability re-
sults from the removal of commensurate spectral weight
that otherwise slightly biases the fit of the IC peak posi-
tions, although qualitatively the picture of a saddle point
in the spin spectrum in this LSCZO(25,1)-B sample re-
mains the same.

In order to examine the origin of this subtle saddle
point in the excitation spectrum of LSCZO(25,1), we re-
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FIG. 5. (a) χ′′2D(ω) in the LSCZO(25,1)-B sample with the
contributions from the IC and commensurate line-shape com-
ponents separated. Dashed line is a guide to the eye high-
lighting the peak in local spin susceptibility arising from the
central AF mode in this Zn-doped sample. The solid line
traces the nearly featureless χ′′2D(ω) attributed to the IC ex-
citations in this system. (b) Dispersion of IC spin excitations
and the momentum line width of the central AF mode in
LSCZO(25,1)-B. Reanalyzing the dispersion with the central
AF peak qualitatively preserves the saddle-point feature in
the spectrum where the half width at half maximum (HWHM)
of the commensurate peak component is largest at the mini-
mum incommensurability.

examined data collected earlier on LSCO(x=0.25) under
near identical experimental conditions23. Spin excita-
tions from this Zn-free sample were fit using an identical
model to that utilized in the current paper, and the re-
sulting dispersion is plotted in Fig. 5 (c). Within the er-
ror of the measurements, both the Zn-free LSCO(x=0.25)
and Zn-substituted LSCZO(25,1) samples reveal a nearly

identical pattern of dispersion within their incommen-
surate spin excitations; however the dispersion below
7 meV in LSCO(x=0.25) is within experimental error.
This suggests that the residual dispersion remaining af-
ter accounting for the AF excitations at (0.5, 0.5, 0) in
LSCZO(25,1) is intrinsic to the LSCO(x=0.25) phase and
not induced by Zn-substitution.

We note here, that although an intrinsically broad mo-
mentum width of the Zn-induced commensurate AF peak
is evidenced in Fig. 3 (c) and suggests that the above
model of the Zn-induced fluctuations is appropriate, an
alternate model of the data presenting a sharper, long-
range, AF mode centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0) can also be fit
to the data plotted in Fig. 4. The results and implica-
tions of fits to this alternate model are discussed in the
appendix this paper; however this alternate model is un-
able to account for the broad peak width known to be
present at 6 meV in Fig. 3 (c).

V. DISCUSSION

The common SDW dispersion in both overdoped
LSCO(x=0.25) and Zn-substituted LSCZO(25,1) sam-
ples resembles an incomplete “hour-glass” excitation
spectrum where the minimum incommensurability oc-
curs at the maximum in χ′′(ω)—similar to peak in the
local spin susceptibility of optimally doped LSCO24,25.
Whereas the failure of IC excitations to disperse com-
pletely inward to the commensurate AF zone center
seems to be a generic feature of overdoped LSCO and has
been previously observed in Zn-free LSCO(x=0.22)29,
the minimum incommensurability of LSCZO(25,1) and
LSCO(x=0.25) at E ≈ 7 meV appears at a significantly
lower energy than that of the LSCO(x=0.22) system
(where δmin occurs at E ≈ 45 meV).

The energy scale at which δmin occurs is widely
thought to signify a crossover in dynamic spin regimes
where, at energies above δmin, spin-wave excitations rem-
iniscent of the high frequency spin fluctuations of the
initial parent phase La2CuO4 appear24,30,31. As a re-
flection of this, the crossover in the dispersion of the
hour-glass spectrum ubiquitous in hole-doped cuprates
has been suggested to scale universally with the effective
superexchange coupling of the corresponding insulating
parent compound25. The dramatic reduction in the en-
ergy scale of δmin upon heavily overdoping Sr may there-
fore imply that the residual AF exchange interactions
have been substantially weakened from the parent state
as the system is tuned to the far edge of the supercon-
ducting dome in its phase diagram.

We do note however that, following the identifica-
tion and removal of the central commensurate peak from
the dispersion of the incommensurate spin excitations of
LSCZO(25, 1), the remaining hour-glass behavior is sub-
tle. While our data still point toward the continued pres-
ence of an hour-glass feature with an inward dispersion
at 7 meV in LSCZO(25,1), we must also consider the
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possibility of a nearly nondispersive picture of the exci-
tation spectrum below 10 meV. In such a scenario, the
incommensurate δ would fit to an anomalously large av-
erage value of δ = 0.132±0.002—a value greater than the
maximum δ = 0.125 thought to exist in Zn-free LSCO38.
Incommensurate order with δ > 0.125 has been previ-
ously reported in studies of magnetic Fe-impurity sub-
stitution into overdoped Bi1.75Pb0.35Sr1.90CuO6+z

36 as
well as into overdoped LSCO(x=0.25)37; however the en-
hanced incommensurability in both cases does not apply
to the incommensurate spin fluctuations, which remain
centered at δ = 0.125. The larger incommensurabilities
manifested in the static order in Fe-doped LSCO were
attributed to modified nesting wave vectors across the
Fermi surfaces and reflective of a coupling between the
Fe-spin and the itinerant electrons in the material37. It
is interesting to note that our data instead demonstrate
that the primary effect of nonmagnetic Zn-impurities in
this same overdoped LSCO(x=0.25) system is to stabi-
lize dynamical, commensurate, AF spin correlations, pro-
viding a strong contrast to the effect of magnetic Fe-
impurities in the overdoped regime.

Our main result however is uncovering the presence of
a commensurate excitation at the AF Q = (0.5, 0.5, 0)
wave vector in Zn-doped LSCZO(25, 1). This provides
considerable insight into the origin of the anomalous en-
hancement in the local spin susceptibility previously re-
ported in this same system. The resulting localized im-
purity mode comprises the bulk of the spectral weight in
the excitation spectrum of LSCZO(25,1) below 15 meV
where the total integrated moment of the Zn-impurity
state in Fig. 5 (a) is 0.041 ± 0.008 µ2

B compared to
the 0.016 ± 0.007 µ2

B arising from the IC spin fluctua-
tions integrated over the same energy interval (0 to 15
meV). No static magnetic order accompanies the emer-
gence of this AF impurity mode confirming that the Zn-
induced enhancement of AF correlations are purely a dy-
namic effect in the far overdoped regime of LSCO6. This
contrasts with previous neutron studies demonstrating
an enhancement or stabilization of static SDW order in
LSCZO variants with smaller Sr-content7; however our
results are consistent with µsR studies reporting a slow-
down in Cu-spin fluctuations within progressively over-
doped LSCZO concentrations19.

At the peak susceptibility at 7 meV in LSCZO(25,1),
the radius of the dynamic correlation length associated
with the Zn-induced commensurate impurity mode can
be determined by the relation ξ =

√
2ln(2)( 2π

a ∗ w)−1

where w = 0.116 [r.l.u.] is the Gaussian width ob-
tained from resolution convolved fits to the data. The
resulting correlation length is ξ = 6 ± 1Å revealing a
polarized halo of AF Cu2+ spins spanning an average
diameter of three unit cells. Our experimental picture
of highly local Zn-polarized magnetic impurity states,
phase-separated from the SC regions, is consistent with
the model of microscopic phase separation initially ad-
vanced by µsR studies18; however the mechanism of mag-
netic pinning in these LSCZO(25,1) samples seems to

be distinct from that observed previously in optimally
and underdoped LSCZO systems. Rather than pin-
ning stripe correlations21 and static SDW order observed
in more lightly Sr-doped samples7,8, Zn-substitution in
LSCO(x=0.25) samples instead stabilizes commensurate
AF fluctuations with a momentum distribution consis-
tent with the parent La2CuO4 material22. This suggests
the relevance of the pseudogap energy scale in the nature
of Zn-induced magnetic states across the LSCO phase di-
agram. LSCO(25, 1) has been doped just beyond the van-
ishing of the pseudogap phase at x ≈ 0.2440 and, simul-
taneous to this, the states stabilized via Zn-substitution
switch from the creation of incommensurate SDW states
for LSCO(x < 0.24)9 to the creation of commensurate
AF fluctuations reminiscent of the parent material for
LSCO(x=0.25).

The downward renormalization in energy of the rem-
nant AF spin spectrum at the expense of superconductiv-
ity suggests the continued importance of high frequency
AF fluctuations remnant from the parent state within the
superconducting properties of overdoped LSCZO. This
finding is in agreement with recent work studying the AF
paramagnon spectra of bilayer cuprate systems demon-
strating the persistence of robust, nearly unchanged, AF
fluctuation spectra throughout their phase diagrams39.
Our results therefore point toward a Zn-induced pair
breaking mechanism rooted in the slowing down of high
frequency AF fluctuations for overdoped LSCZO concen-
trations far away from the psuedogap regime. This stems
from our ability to directly resolve a dramatically slowed
halo of polarized AF fluctuations about Zn-impurity sites
that persist across a length scale consistent with their
formation of extended pair breaking objects within the
CuO2 planes. This AF fluctuation driven mechanism
of pair-breaking is distinct from the suppression of SC
via the stabilization of competing order such as stripe
fluctuations in optimally and underdoped LSCZO and
thus opens the possibility for two avenues for the Zn-
induced suppression of the superconducting condensate
in the cuprates.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our inelastic neutron scattering measurements of
LSCZO(25, 1) have resolved the emergence of a
new, commensurate, AF excitation resulting from Zn-
induced impurity states with a characteristic energy of
Eimpurity = 7 meV. This localized impurity mode com-
prises the entirety of the enhancement in χ′′(ω) brought
on by Zn substitution into heavily overdoped LSCO sys-
tems and elucidates the origin of the Zn-induced mag-
netism in this overdoped material. The appearance of
this highly localized AF impurity mode upon Zn-doping
and the corresponding suppression of Tc suggests the im-
portance of high frequency AF spin fluctuations within
the superconducting state near the far overdoped edge of
superconductivity in the cuprates.
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VII. APPENDIX A: SPIN PHONON COUPLING
IN LSCZO(25,1)

The abrupt cutoff of the AF spin spectrum above
10 meV in LSCZO(25, 1) is accompanied by an un-
usual broadening within an optical phonon mode at
Q= (0.7, 0.5, 0). This broadening is shown in Fig. 6
where scans stepping along the nuclear zone boundary
(ZB) show the phonon dispersion along the (H, 0.5, 0)
direction. At E≈ 13 meV the width of Z.B. phonon
peaks reaches a maximum at an energy corresponding
to the projected intersection of the incommensurate spin
fluctuation dispersion and the phonon energy evolution
along the zone boundary. This unexpected broadening in
the phonon line width suggests strongly enhanced spin-
phonon coupling within this LSCZO(25, 1) system where
phonon excitations with momentum Q= (0.7, 0.5, 0) may
acquire an additional decay channel at the energy where
the incommensurate spin fluctuation spectrum disperses
to overlap with this phonon branch. This strong spin-
phonon coupling may also account for the abrupt dis-
appearance of the spin spectrum in this LSCZO(25,1)
system through providing an enhanced dampening in-
teraction that precludes our experiment’s resolution of
correlated spin excitations above E = 10 meV. Further
systematic measurements however are required to fully
explore this effect in Zn-doped LSCO systems where the
dispersion of low energy spin fluctuations are dramati-
cally modified relative to their Zn-free counterparts.

VIII. APPENDIX B: ALTERNATE MODEL OF
Q = (0.5, 0.5, 0) COMMENSURATE MODE

Due to the inward dispersion of the incommensurate
spin excitations near the maximum in the local spin
susceptibility at ∆E ≈ 7 meV, there are two possible
methods of fitting the incommensurate and commensu-
rate components of the spin spectrum measured. The
first method allows the non-linear least squares routine
to find a minimum in parameter space where the com-
mensurate peak width is broad, implying a nearly local-
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FIG. 6. (a) Phonon dispersion along the chemical cell zone
boundary in sample LSCZO(25,1)-B. Constant Q scans are
shown starting at (1, 0.5, 0) moving incrementally toward the
expected IC magnetic peak position where the inset shows
Q-positions chosen for energy scans (crosses) relative to the
IC magnetic positions (solid squares). (b) Dispersion of re-
sulting phonon energies obtained from Lorentzian fits to the
data in panel (a) overploted with the dispersion of the IC
magnetic peaks from both C5 and IN8 experiments on this
same LSCZO(25, 1)-B sample. Open squares show the de-
convolved lifetime Γ of the corresponding phonon mode as the
dispersion approaches the branch of magnetic excitations. At
the projected intersection, the lifetime of the phonon mode
significantly broadens and the magnetic excitation spectrum
broadens beyond the experimental resolution. Negative life-
time values result from a overly conservative deconvolution of
the spectrometer resolution and should be regarded as reso-
lution limited.

ized excitation induced via Zn-impurity substitution with
the resulting χ′′(ω) plotted in Fig. 5 of the main paper.
This interpretation is supported by the broad peak width
observed at (0.5, 0.5, 0) in Fig. 3 (c). If we ignore this
constraint however, an alternate fit can also be performed
where the momentum width of the central peak is con-
strained to be the width observed explicitly at ∆E = 4.1
meV.

Refitting the data with this narrowly constrained cen-
tral AF mode results in the alternate χ′′(ω) plotted in
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Fig. 7 (a). In this scenario, the bulk of the spectral
weight arises from an enhancement in the incommen-
surate spin excitations via Zn substitution and the ap-
pearance of the central (0.5, 0.5, 0) peak contributes
minimally to the total spin susceptibility. The result-
ing widths of the IC and commensurate peaks from this
model are plotted in Fig. 7 (b) where the IC peak widths
are seen to broaden at the peak in χ′′(ω). This alternate
scenario would therefore imply two distinct effects from
doping Zn into this LSCZO(25, 1) system—the appear-
ance of a commensurate AF mode, and the enhancement
of existing excitations at the IC wave vectors.
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FIG. 7. Results of fits using an alternate model with a nar-
row momentum peak width at (0.5, 0.5, 0) as described in the
text. (a) The resulting local spin susceptibility from fits using
a constrained peak width at (0.5, 0.5, 0). Black circles show
χ′′(ω) arising from the incommensurate peak component of
the spectrum while square symbols show χ′′(ω) arising from
the Zn-induced commensurate mode. (b) Gaussian widths
resulting from resolution convolved fits of both the incom-
mensurate and commensurate peaks in Q-space.
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